ABSTRACT
Introduction
People who study economics always regard "perfect competition" from neoclassic theory as a standard coordinate of market structure. In the model of perfect competition economic agents have no confliction in a direct and intentional way. A perfectly competitive market rests on four basic assumptions: 1) consumers and producers are price taker. In other words, in the market there are many independent firms and independent consumers who believe correctly that their decisions will not affect prices; 2) product is homogenous. All products of the firms in a market are perfectly substitutable with one another; 3) all factors can be entry and exit freely and 4) the buyers and the suppliers in the market have complete information. Competition can ensure 'the invisible hand' taking effect, so the perfectly competitive markets are 'Pareto efficient' [1] . But in a real market structure the perfect competition is not the reality because incomplete information exists.
In the early 1980s, Baumol (1982) advanced the contestable markets theory, in which the competitive press from potential entry firms limits existing firms very strongly. The contestable markets theory emphasizes the effective restrictions for the behavior of existing firms [2] . These restrictions come from competition which is from potential entry firms not from existing firms. In other words, the contestable markets are completely similar to the perfectly competitive markets because of two reasons. One reason is that the role of the potential entry firms can be regarded as the role of many existing firms. As a result, the behavior of existing firms looks like theirs in a perfectly competitive market though the number of existing firms is not too much. The other reason is that in this market the press from potential competition can also compel the existing firms to improve their conductivity and to make their cost equal their revenue because resources can enter and exit freely. As a result, this market equilibrium is the same as the equilibrium of the perfectly competitive market. If a firm can enter without too large sunk cost, then this firm can be regarded as market participator. Therefore, many firms can make a market become a perfectly competitive market, but it is not essential condition.
The traditional economic theory emphasizes static equilibrium more in a market. When the market realizes a static equilibrium, many firms will coexist if each individual firm sells a sufficiently small proportion of total market output. The purpose of this model is to test how stochastic consumption pattern influences the evolving outcome of contestable markets by computing simulation. The result of computing simulation shows that stochastic consumption pattern will make existing firms exit from the market and be inclined to increase market concentration, and in the long run, the market will become monopoly. Under the product homogeneity, stochastic consumption pattern is a natural power to push a market to concentration even if the competitive mechanism does not take effect completely. The evolving trend of a market can be expressed as follows:
Perfect Any of buyers in the market can obtain products made by any existing firms in time when they need, and firms can supply their products quickly. In this way, buyers and firms become price taker, and sellers and buyers do not affect price, so the first assumption of a perfectly competitive market holds. For the second assumption, because the role of colors is only to tell that difference of firms and customers' selection is random, we can believe product homogeneity. In our given market, buyers can buy products made by any existing firms, and firms can supply their products without any limitation when buyers need, so resources are entry and exit freely. Though we define other firms can not enter after the market is formed, the third assumption of a perfectly competitive market is satisfied because of the competitive press from potential entry firms. This model regards the selecting scope of buyers and the supplying scope of firms as information, so that buyers can select any existing color and firms can supply any patches. This means complete information for buyers and firms. The fourth assumption of a perfectly competitive market holds.
The number of buyers contained in this model is 1089. First we select the number of firms, and then we let the model run. During the running process, the behavior of buyers who select product is random and buyers select varied product by changing patches' color. The different color reflects the different firm which supplies different product. We assume buyers randomly select products in this term as their consumption in next term. In other words, buyers take their action according to stochastic consumption pattern. Because of the assumption of the contestable markets, the competition of potential entry firms will compel price to keep constant.
The Original Firms Distribution does not Affect the Evolving Outcome of Contestable Markets Based on Stochastic Consumption Pattern
The buyers who have complete information select their product randomly from all of existing firms, and the firms which have complete information supply their products in time when buyers need. When the model begins running, the same simulation will be repeated six times because of the stochastic original distribution and the stochastic action among agents. Then we analyze the outcome of computing simulation (note: different color denotes different firm). For example, we use N1-N10 to denote ten varied firms. We simulate the evolving process of contestable markets when the number of firms is ten, eight and six respectively. Under the same condition, we do six simulations. See Table 1 . Table 1 lists the most superior firm and the most inferior firm before simulation begins under the original product's random distribution.
In the simulation process, the evolving outcome shows that either the most superior firm (such as the fourth simulation when the number of firms is eight or the fifth simulation when the number of firms is six) or the most inferior firm (the fifth simulation when the number of firms is ten) was winner, but there are more intermediate cases. The conclusion is that the original product's distribution does not affect the final evolving outcome. In other words, the final winner does not depend on the original product's distribution.
When the number of firms is eight, the third evolving process can show that N6 and N4 which have been superior once exit from the market successively, and N2 beats N4 by selection based on stochastic consumption pattern after long time. The conclusion is that the superior firm may be driven out from the market so long as competitive firms exist.
Buyer' Incomplete Information can Slow the Evolving Speed of Markets
Two cases are designed to test how buyer' incomplete information to affect the evolving speed of markets: 1) a buyer randomly selects any of four products consumed by his upper, lower, left and right neighbors in this term as his consuming product in next term, and 2) a buyer randomly selects any of eight products consumed by his eight neighbors in this term as his consuming product in next term. In order to weak the effect of the original distribution greatly; we simulate the evolving process 50 1 Superior firm at first is the firm which its products is the most proportion in the market when the simulation begins; 2 Inferior firm at first is the firm which its products is the lowest proportion in the market when the simulation begins. times respectively when the number of firms is ten, eight or six. Table 2 shows the mean number of the evolving process when information is complete and incomplete. Table 2 shows that stochastic consumption pattern did not affect the evolving process of market more according to eight neighbor's information or complete information. This conclusion can be explained as follows:
Because the firm's information is complete and the number of firms is not obviously dominant compared with the number from the neighbors, eight neighbors' information can be regarded as complete information. In other words, buyers can obtain the same information from their eight neighbors as complete information when the number of firms is similar to the number of neighbors. As a result, the market's evolving speed is almost equal.
When the information decreases half, the number of firms is obviously dominant compared with the number from the neighbors. Four neighbors' information which can be regarded as incomplete information influences the market's evolving speed. Comparing to complete information, in the evolving period the incomplete information increases about 15% when the number of firms is 8 or 10, and about 30% when the number of firms is 6. Though the data is random, the conclusion that the buyer's incomplete information can slow the market's evolving speed is reasonable.
The number of original firms how to influence the market's evolving result Table 2 shows that the market's evolving outcome seems to be independent of the number of original firms and the market's final evolving outcome is monopoly. This conclusion should be checked because the number of firms changes too small (from 10 to 6), so the Case 2 was designed to study.
Case 2
In Case 1, the firm's information is complete and each firm always supplies their product quickly when buyers need. Now we assume that the market aggregate demand is constant in each term, that firms' information is incomplete, and that each firm increases their output randomly. In order to find how the number of original firms and the promotion of firms' sales to influence the market's evolution, Case 2 was designed. In Case 2, each firm is denoted by an agent with an ID, and the number of products made by one firm is denoted by the number of the same ID. Less than 10% firms randomly increase their output which is 0% -3% of the market aggregate demand in order to extend their market proportion. If the whole output exceeds the aggregate demand, the market will randomly eliminate unnecessary products. When a firm's product does not exist in the market, the firm will exit from the market. The market aggregate demand is designed 1089 so that it is comparable with Case 1. Figure 1 shows that the market proportion of firms with different ID is almost the same during the first stage of simulation. The market will randomly eliminate unnecessary products when the whole output exceeds the aggregate demand. And when a firm's product does not exist in the market, the firm will exit from the market. Figure 2 shows the evolving process from 500 firms to 9 firms in the market. Though the number of firms is in variety during the original market, the evolving outcome is also oligopoly, and then monopoly. The winner is independent of original firms' distribution. Table 3 shows the average time period of 12 times' evolution from the number of original firms which is 500, 250, 100, 50, 25 respectively to number of firms which is 10, 5, 3, 2, 1, and the average evolving period from 10 firms to 5, to 3, to 2, and to 1. Table 3 shows that the evolving period from 500, 250, 100, 50 and 25 firms respectively to 10 firms and firms under 10 increases progressively. The result depends on the market demand. When the market demand is constant, the more the number of firms is, the more furious competition is, and the faster the superfluous firms exit from the market. But as the number of firms decreases, the period which drives firms out from the market will prolong. For example, in the evolving process we find that the average evolving period from 3 firms to 2 firms is 1.5 times of that from 5 firms to 3 firms, and the average evolving period from last stage to 1 firm will increase 3.6 times. In addition, the less the number of original firms is, the less the number of products by randomly increasing 0-3% proportion of the market demand in each term is, and the less competitive press is. If the number of firms is 25, only 0-2 firms (less 10%) increase their output, and the number of increasing products is only 0-65 (0-3% of the market demand). As a result, the evolving speed is very slow. The conclusion is that monopolistic competition and oligopoly will be last fairly long time before monopoly though the final evolving outcome of markets is monopoly.
The mode can explain the evolving outcome of electrical equipment markets in China. In a not long period, the market demand does not change too much, and the channels that buyers obtain information are more than the number of manufacturers. In this case, if the number of manufacturers is very much, the evolving outcome should be oligopoly in a not long period. In fact, under the years' competition in the 1990s from the main electrical equipment markets, the proportion of markets is concentrated to several brands quickly. Air-conditioner's market can be as an illustrative example. In 2000, the number of Air-conditioners' brand was about 400 in electrical equipment market in China, and about 140 in 2003. It means that the rate of elimination is about 30% every year. In 2004, the number of main brands is only about 50; the rate of elimination is about 60% in this year. In five years, nearly 90% air-conditioner's manufacturers exit from the market. In other electrical equipment markets in China, the situation is similar-over 60% proportion belonging to the first ten brands. In the retail market of electrical equipment, the market concentration is increasing, and the growth rate of turnover of the main retail traders, such as SuNing, GuoMei, are over 50% every year. The evolving outcome is fit for the Case 2.
The current situation of electrical equipment market has some difference compared with the model in this paper. The main reason is that personal income increases more and the price of electrical equipment decreases quickly. These factors make the market demand change; therefore the market concentration is lower than that of the model simulation. This tells us how to effectively use the surplus capacity of electrical equipment trade. This conclusion gives an answer-adopting vigorous measure to exploit the rural market and to increase export.
The life of a product how to influence the evolving speed
The number of buyers' selection times the life of the product equals the evolving time from the contestable markets to monopoly. So if other factors are fixed, the longer the life of the product is, the slower the evolving speed is. Even if the life of a product is only one day, the evolving time from the contestable markets to monopoly needs at least 1.36 years (Case 1), and 2.6 years (Case 2). If the life of a product is one week, the evolving time needs 9.5 years to 18 years. The conclusion is that monopoly is impossible in the contestable markets if the only reason of the evolution is that consumers stochastically select products or the market stochastically eliminates unnecessary products.
Conclusions and Suggestions
The final evolving outcome of the contestable markets is monopoly though this process is very long. The incomplete information of buyers and the incomplete information of firms have different influence to the evolving speed. Competition can short the evolving period. Furthermore, the longer the life of a product is, the more difficult the monopoly forms. The stochastic difference of the original factors cannot explain the difference of the evolving outcome. It means that the high proportion of one firm owning today cannot ensure that the firm will become winner tomorrow. So each firm should keep the sense of crisis, and never release.
Those conclusions can instruct government to make policies. A government which believes that competition can gain maximum welfares should help new firms to enter the markets if the life of products is very short, and should make potential entry firms become real entry firms. This is an effective measure to stop monopoly.
